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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In traditional Chinese classical literary history, Bai Juyi £ Jj|H (772-846) is
regarded as one of the three most important poets, after Li Bai (699-762) and Du Fu
(71 1-770). Among these three poets, Bai Juyi was the only one who self-edited and
circulated his own collection, Baishi Changqing Ji S fc-fkBLM in his lifetime. That was
in 845, only one year before his death. With 3840 wors, 2840 of them poems, Bai Juyi's
collection is "the most complete, and has the most writings of all other writers'
collections in Tang Dynasty" 1 .
Bai Juyi's status in Chinese literary history is significant because of his
contribution to the great realistic poetry writing tradition: "Writings are of the Doctrines"
3tWiciI 2 . All through his career, Bai Juyi carried out his principle of writing "Essay
writing is for the time, and poetry writing is for the reality" 3 .
As an aspiring exponent and the leader ofNew Yuefu Movement, Bai Juyi
inherited Du Fu's legacy of realistic poetry, as well as the Yuefu poetry tradition of the
Han and Wei Dynasty. Bai Juyi actively practiced "Writing specially about the sufferings
of the populace, wanting earnestly to have the emperor know" PtD^K^, MM^T
1 Qian Changchun Bai Juyi Pingzhuan fiJjtiVHt. Nanjing: University of Nanjing Press ^
fftg£ffij|ftb 2002, P. 463.
2 ZhouDunyi Mt&M (\0\7-\073)Tongshu Wenci M¥> ' ~$C$, baike.baidu.com.
3
"Letter to Yuan Jiu"-^7cA4^ Zhu, Jincheng Bai Juyi Ji Jian Jiao
Shanghai: Snanghai Guji Press, P. 2789.
1
£n 4 in his poetry written as part of the movement. From 787 to 814, he wrote a great
number ofpoems addressing social issues and abuse in government. These poems are
cast in an allegorical style. The best known of this kind of poetry are Ten Poems of
QinzhongYin ^4^+1", and Fifty New Yuefu Poems frifli+f. In his
collection, more than two hundred this kind of poems are entitled "Satiric Poetry" f|Pi
These poems featured wide-ranged themes covering most sides of life and very strong
direct criticism of social ills; these poems also featured very vivid and clear poetic
language style that was warmly welcomed and accepted by people from all classes. At
that time, these poems had significant influence on the society, and the style was
followed by other later poets in their poetic practice. His Satiric Poetry ItPift
represents both the highest achievement in the New Yuefu Movement poetry and in his
own poetry. The famous expert on Bai Juyi studies Chen Yinke P$Hf& (1890-1969),
highly evaluated Bai Juyi's New Yuefu Poetry and his leading of the movement as "a
spectacular achievement in Chinese literature history" plH^^i Jl^^iktil 5 .
Bai Juyi's two long narrative poems The Song of Endless Sorrow -fe'ltHfc and
The Song of(he Lute f£ 11 ff present not only the highest achievement of Bai Juyi's
poetry writing, but also the highest achievement of long narrative poetry writing in
traditional Chinese literary history.
A Qing Dynasty scholar Zhao Yi MM (1727-1814) asserted: "Xiangshan's if
4
See 3
Chen Yinke, Study on the Poetry of Yuan and Bai 7E&i#^iIE^ (£iJ£P# no page number).
2
Lij (another name of Bai Juyi) great achievement in poetry that made him popular
nationally and internationally.
.
.
was his The Song ofEndless Sorrow and aided
by his The Song ofthe Lute fgfifr. These two poems have become immortal by
themselves, even without the rest of his collection" fflilif^f^, RMcLMffMfa . •
.
When Bai Juyi died in 846, the Emperor Xuanzong mM (810-859) wrote the
poem The Elegy for mourning him. In this poem, Emperor Xuanzong also took these
two poems to depict Bai Juyi's greatest achievement:
The little children know how to recite
the Song of Endless Sorrow,
and the seniors are able
to chant the Song of the Lute.
With a length of 120 lines, the long narrative poem The Song ofEndless Sorrow
fe'Htlfc is based on the real tragic story of the Emperor Xuanzong £tk and Yang
Guifei itS, while The Song ofthe Lute fiWff , with 80 lines in total, is about the
unexpected hardship of a former top musician from the imperial musical workshop in
the capital Chang' an Hf£.
6 ZhaoYi MM , Treatise on Poems Written in Oubei Vol.4 ((SUbifiS)) #0.
3
During the Mid-Tang Dynasty, The Song ofEndless Sorrow Tv:'\MK was the best
known poem, and Bai Juyi was the most beloved poet. "For twenty years, his poems were
written on all the walls of the government buildings, temples, and post stations, and were
recited by everyone, whether offspring of the nobility, women, herd boys, or laborers" 7
.
This poem describes both the Emperor's passionate love for Yang Guifei, his excessive
indulgence in pleasure, and his obliviousness to the marching rebel hordes, as well as
both his grief over Yang's death, his search for her beloved soul, and his neglecting his
obligations as the emperor. People love this poem for the beautiful love story and the
sentimental feelings, as well as the very musical rhythm and the simplicity of the words.
In this poem, Bai Juyi sings about the love between an emperor and his queen as he
would sing about the love between any couple of lovers. This gives a typical significance
to the poem and it wins readers' love for the poem, as well as the respect for the poet. At
Bai Juyi's time, even those courtesans could raise their price by "being able to recite Bai
Juyi's The Song ofEndless Sorrow"*.
About two thousand leisure poems and miscellaneous regular poems in Bai Juyi's
collections represent another important achievement in Chinese poetic history. If the
satiric poetry writings carried one point of Bai Juyi's ideal "Contributing oneself to the
society when in a successful position" $LW\^Y$3<.T\ tne leisure poems and
miscellaneous regular poems then carried another point of this ideal "Cultivating oneself
7 Yuan Zhen, Preface of Baishi Changqing Ji, Bai Juyi, P. I
8
"Letter to Yuan J iu" , Bai Juyi, Bai JuyiJi filrlll Ed.GuXuejie P. 959.
9 Mencius , Trying the Best
4
when in an unsuccessful position" ^PJJ^#S^ 10 .
Despite Bai Juyi being demoted due to wrongful accusations in his official
career, Bai Juyi was positive and always kept an internal strength. Bia Juyi had
enjoyed not only a brilliant success of achievement in poetry during his lifetime,
but also had a pretty luxurious and happy. This is quite different from Li Bai and
Du Fu who both had suffered from hardships and their unsuccessful careers.
From his leisure poems, we can trace the process in which he accepted,
absorbed, and digested the ideologies of Confucius, Daoism, and Buddhism, and
in the process formed his own ideology in life.
5
CHAPTER 2
BAI JUYI'S POEMS ABOUT WOMEN
Among the 2840 poems in BaiJuyi Ji &J£% H, more than two hundred poems
are about women. Some of them are the poems in which female images are depicted,
such as The Song ofEndless Sorrow The Song ofthe Lute HWil and The
Wife Li ^£A\ some have the topic of women, such as Discussing Marriage §i£f
,
Passing the Village ofZhaojun iMflfa; poems like Seemingly Flowers but Not
VL and The Song ofDrunkenness W^k are also related to women. These poems cover
all his main poetic themes and styles; represent almost all his poetry writing
achievements, especially the greatest long narrative poetry in traditional Chinese poetic
history. Due to this phenomenon, the value of Bai Juyi's poems about women, in
general, is equal to the value of all his poetry writing.
Different from the poems about women written by the poets before him, Bai
Juyi's poems about women represent a new ideology of women and represent the new
life in Luoyang. Therefore, a specific study on Bai Juyi's poems ofwomen will help us
understands why he has been so popular ever since his time, and will give a more precise
evaluation of his poetic achievements.
For centuries, ever since the time of Book ofOdesX^M., there are many poems
aboyt women in Chinese history, such as: The Fairy in Mountain lLiJ^, The Wife ofthe
KingXiang MJtK and The Junior Power Lady d^^P in The Nine Songsf[M by
6
QuYuan M; The Ode for the Goddess ofLuo River fafflU by Cao Zhi WM; and
The Song ofMulan if>~M, and The Mulberry Trees in the Field PS±#, etc. There are
also various anthologies of poetry about women, such as YutaiXin Yong i&fr^ 11
and The Anthology of Yuefu Poetry JfcJfri^MI 12
. Tang Dynasty is the golden period of
poetry in China
,
Li Bai, Du Fu, Bai Juyi, and other poets like Li Shangyin
YuanZhen jnfl, and Zhang Ji ^ff had written great quantities of poems about
women. However, there have never been any poetry collections of poems about women
by an individual poet in Chinese poetic history. What is the reason for editing an
individual poet's poetry collection about women first to Bai Juyi?
There is no one, except Bai Juyi, who has written enough poems about women for
an individual collection. More than two hundred female poems have been identified from
Bai Juyi's collection. It is roughly estimated that Du Fu and Li Bai each wrote fewer than
one hundred female poems. So, the quantity of Bia Juyi's poems about women is not only
enough for a collection, but it also sets up Bai Juyi as the most productive such poet. It is
obvious that the achievements of Bai Juyi's poems about women also cover his main
achievements. In his poetry about women, Bai Juyi depicted the real and new female
poetry images: responsible & independent. These images represent the newest ideology
and life of his time: city life & citizen culture.
Li Bai $ [=3 and Du Fu ti^ also wrote many great poems about women. Li
Bai has Longing Forever
-fUffi S, The Baled ofChanggan -flT^T , and Du Fu has
11 Xu Ling f&P£, YutaiXin Yong i£3jff!*.
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Watching Sword-dancing ofa Girl-pupil ofLady Gongsun M&l'bM&ffcT H$J2§ff
,
A Woman ofQuality \kh, etc.
However, compared to Li Bai and Du Fu, Bai Juyi's female poetic images are
more artistically, and independent in thought. In all his poems about women, especially
the two long narrative poems The Song ofEndless Sorrow and The Song ofthe Lute, Bai
Juyi created brilliant female images, such as Yang Guifei, the Lute player, and the Wife
Li. Featuring responsible and independent females, these poetic images are new and real
female images that differ from the images in Li Bai and Du Fu's poems about women,
and different from the old ones in Chinese poetic history. With these brilliant female
images, Bai Juyi actually led female poetry writing from the old pastoral period to a new
citizen culture period.
A. Comparison of Li Bai's and Bai Juyi's female poetry images
Though thy have the same theme of longing for a beloved one, the female imagery in Li
Bai's Longing Forever
-fe^lS is vague and simple, while the imagery in Bai Juyi's The Wife
Li ^^;A and The Song ofEndless Sorrow -fcHtUft are clearer and more complete. The
interactions between lovers in the poems also revealed Li Bai and Bai Juyi's different inner
world toward women, or different ideologies of women.
In the poem Longing Forever -feffiS, Li Bai poured his extremely passionate longing
for the beloved one. He used "deadly longing" and "vainly and heavily sighing" Qfc
12 GuoMaoqian Anthology of Yuefu Poetry &Jfri#
8
OX to depicted an impressive lover's image of himself. In this poem, Li Bai's longing for his
beloved one is very fancy and desperate, the image of the beloved one is far away not only to the
poet, but also far away to readers: "ItA£n?£ll^2ffi, ±W
WP^r^]^, TW^TK^L^ili". Throughout the poem, only the longings from the poet and the
distance in between are seen. The female image in this poem is not a living female with her own
thoughts and feelings. There is not a single line that can help readers figure out what the beloved
is like. Each line of the poem is full of yearning, but without any touchable clue, or any action
from the beloved one, "the beauty" HA. The longing from the poet is more like a conception,
or very generous longing not only for a woman but also for something else. Even with a theme of
longing for a woman, Li Bai's concentration had focused still on his own inner world of
ambition for an official career. His extremely emotional longing for the beauty had less
motivation from the connection with the beauty, but more about a male world.
So, even with the really powerful lines in the end of the poem: "Such an everlasting
longing, which has killed my heart"
-fef§>§>, fli^fFF, many scholars of Li Bai still believe "the
Beauty" HA in this poem is just a metaphor for Li Bai's great ambitions for an official career
fijzl. Because there is no detail concerning affection between a man and a woman, at this point
we can even say that this poem does not have a female image.
While in Bai Juyi's The Wife Li ^^A, the Emperor Wu's longing for theWife Li is
more practical, and also as passionate as in Li Bai's poem. On Wife Li's side, she was "hiding
herself from the emperor when she was sick" ^cA^B^HJj'J, and she "tried to keep his love
for her as when she was alive" WikWi^M^. This "hiding herself from the emperor"
M is the key to understand the Wife Li's efforts before her death. Because she was a mother of
the prince, she would try her best to let the Emperor Wu confirm her son to be the crown Prince.
In the emperors' palaces, the struggle for a status of Crown Prince was very cruel, and it was
of the other princes happened very often when a new Crown Prince confirmed. It would be a
natural effort by the Wife Li to keep the Emperor Wu's love for her and then to make her son to
be the Crown Prince.
On the Emperor Wu's side, he tried very hard to fulfill his longing for her. He had
made her portrait:
crucially important for all the princes from all the women of the emperor since the slaughtering
The emperor kept on loving in her
his remembrance unceasing,
he so had the painter draw her portrait
at the Palace of Ganquan.
He tried to get the life elixir:
Then he made the wizards
form a long evilly elixir,
melting it in the jade kettle and
refining it at the golden stove.
He also expected to see her soul:
At the silent night in the curtained
10
Jiuhua Palace,
to burn the incense of soul-return
to bring back her spirit.
He sadly-spoke and implored her soul:
Unable to talk behind the lamp
and the curtains,
why come so briefly
the soul refused his will.
Why can the soul not flee
since it had come already?
So misty, so dimming, it soon
then disappeared.
And the Wife Li's appearance seemed unforgettable for the emperor:
With bright wing-like eyebrows
she was just as in life,
unlike her time being sick
at Zhaoyang Palace.
With these interactions between the Emperor Wu and the Wife Li, a very clear female
11
image and her characteristics are seen. Also, the actions the Emperor Wu tried had made a real
and touching love story in which reader can empathize with their own understanding and
compassion, and even release their own sadness of losing beloved ones. And, then, the grief in
the Emperor's heart felt really painful:
The emperor's heart was grieved
if the spirit didn't come,
And the emperor's heart was pained
when the spirit did come;
In this poem, Bai Juyi gave his understanding to Wife Li's efforts for her son, he actually
admired (maybe unconsciously) her success in keeping the emperor's love. And this image of the
Wife Li, impresses to readers with her ambitions and wisdom, as well as her active way of life
(even after her death). She is responsible to her role as a mother, which she tried her best in to
pursue; she tried to hold her son's destiny on her own hands; all her efforts gave her an important
role in her son's life. These new elements and characteristics in Bai Juyi's female poetry images
are very important to distinguish him from the old classical poets.
Of cause Li Bai had written many great poems about women, such as: Poems
about Women in Yue Area Mizm and Three poems in the Key ofQingping M^FlHH
"i", especially The Ballad ofChanggan -irf ff, a Han Yuefu style narrative
poem of a young lady's marriage story. The female poetry image in poem The Ballad of
Changgan H^Rt is of a nice woman loyal to her marriage:
At fourteen I married you.
12
I never laughed, being bashful.
At fifteen I stopped scowling,
I desired my dust to be mingled with yours
Forever and forever and forever.
Why should I climb the lookout?
The artistic achievement of the poem is also very obvious:
Lowering my head, I looked at the wall.
Called to, a thousand times, I never looked back,
And you have been gone five months.
The monkeys make sorrowful noise overhead.
You dragged your feet when you went out.
By the gate now, the moss is grown, the different mosses,
HttiBfftK
But it is still an old pastoral ballad, even though it is a refined narrative ballad.
13
Compared with Bai Juyi's poetry writing about women, Li Bai tends to use one line W-
flfttft£, and one angle RW-MJMj^ffi&ljte to describe feminine charm. This female
image shows only a simple story without any conflict and controversial neither in her
inner world nor from the outside world. The ideology of this female poetry image is
also the old one that a woman followed her husband's life. In writing this narrative poem,
Li Bai still followed the past achievements of the Han Yuefu MMJtt style, and the life
of the pastoral period, without any new contribution to poetry writings about women.
In comparison in The Song ofEndless Sorrow
-fclfUfc, Bai Juyi used much
more colorful and multiple methods to portray his female poetry image of Yang Yuhuan
Hill, to make this female poetry image much more imaginable and complete than
anyone else before. In describing her feminine appearance and charming, Bai Juyi wrote:
Her charm was blooming
in a returned sensual smile,
and all the beauties in the court
suddenly were just ordinary.
The Huaqing Pond was bestowed to her
in the cold early spring,
the water of the hot fountain
smoothly bathed on her cream-like skin.
Trans. Ezra Pond
14
In showing the Emperor's fascination with her, Bai Juyi wrote:
The night felt too short
and the sunrise felt too early,
the emperor was thereafter never held
an early credence.
Three thousand beauties were there
in the imperial harem,
but all the emperor's love
was doted on just her.
In this poem, what makes Bai Juyi's female images new is that: even though Yang Yuhuan was
actually the victim in this tragic love story, however, what impressed readers the most is that she
devoted herself to love with no regrets and complains at all. When she got the message of the
emperor from the Taoist, she was still faithful to her love:
Filled with affection and tears
she thanked the emperor,
and sighed about the remoteness from each other
since their parting.
Their love had ended
at the Zhaoyang Palace,
but here in the Penglai Palace
her life was still long without end.
This female image is beautiful and charming; she enjoyed her life time with the
emperor's love of her, and was still faithful to her love even after her death. She is
different from those tearing, complaining, and desperate female images. This image
carries the most important common characteristic of Bai Juyi's female poetry images.
They bravely and responsibly take their own part in life. This characteristic distinguishes
Bai Juyi's poems about women from the old ones, as well as the old female poetry
images. The same feature also remains in another female image The Wife Li, who was
brave and wise in taking a mother's responsibility to protect her son until her death, even
after her death.
B. Comparisons of Du Fu's and Bai Juyi's female poetry images
Du Fu ti^ also left us many poems about women. He wrote about eighty
female poems. Bai Juyi respected and admired Du Fu very much by advocating and
practicing Du Fu's writing principles and social concerns. He also inherited and
developed Du Fu's diction in poetry writing. And he contributed his new gems to the
history of poetry. Both poets wrote poems with a similar theme: women's distress. The
one Du Fu wrote is A Woman ofQuality jkA:
A Woman of Quality
16
Matchless in breeding and beauty,
a fine lady has taken refuge in this forsaken valley.
She is of good family, she says, but her fortune has withered away;
now she lives as the grass and trees.
When the heartlands fell to the rebels
her brothers were put to death;
birth and position availed nothing— she was not even allowed
to bring home their bones for burial.
The world turns quickly against those who have had their day-
fortune is a lamp-flame flickering in the wind.
Her husband is a fickle fellow
who has a lovely new woman.
17
Even the vetch-tree is more constant, folding its leaves every dusk,
and mandarin ducks always sleep with their mates.
But he has eyes only for his new woman's smile,
and his ears are deaf to his first wife's weeping.
High in the mountains spring water is clear as truth,
but when it reaches the lowlands it is muddied with rumor.
Her serving-maid returns from selling her pearls;
she drags a creeper over to cover holes in the roof.
Pill, MMiTMo
The flowers the lady picks are not for her hair,
and the handfuls of cypress are a bitter stay against hunger.
18
Her pretty blue sleeves are too thin for the cold;
as evening falls she leans on the tall bamboo.
AS^«, B##MTo 14
The one Bai Juyi wrote is: A Woman 's Distress ^iAi^f: 15
Comparing the poetic diction, the one Du Fu wrote is very elegant and many lines
have been very popular among the Chinese people, such as:
Matchless in breeding and beauty,
a fine lady has taken refuge in this forsaken valley.
But the eyes are only for the new woman's smile,
and the ears are deaf to his wife's weeping.
The obvious differences are in two female images. Du Fu's female poetry image
is gracefully portrayed by his artistic lines, but the characteristics of the image are kind of
negative. She suffered a lot from life, such as: losing her brother in miserable way, and
being abandoned by her fickle husband. The life for her was so hard that she had to live
by selling her jewelry. Even Du Fu had a great compassion for her, but what she shows to
readers is mostly her tolerance, she is inactive and passive, she puts no efforts into her
life, she does not try to change her life; while the image in Bai Juyi's poem is more
positive concerning life, as well as concerning the difficulties in life. She is very smart
14
Trans. David Lund http://www.chinapge.com/poet-e/dufu2e.htmi
15
Tran. Xiaohua Liu, see page 44.
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and sensitive to any unusual change from her husband:
My depression started
from last year,
I knew in my heart
but did not speak.
Once she realizes something would harm her life, she reacts to it immediately:
And now I open my mouth
to discuss it,
with few words but how
I deep the meaning?
But she has her own strategy in an implying way:
Hopefully I can refer to
something previous
to touch your heart
from now on.
Then she states the reasons by pointing to the differences between men and
women very patiently; she is sounds very persuasive by comparing and using the
metaphors:
Once a woman loses
20
her husband
the rest of her life
she guards loneliness.
Like the bamboo
in the woods
suddenly broken
by the wind.
Once broken,
it wouldn't grow again,
till withered death
preserves its chastity
And what would happen
if a man loses his wife,
could he be sad even
for a short time?
21
He should be likened to
the willow before the gate,
easily reviving its luster
When the spring comes
mMrmw, mmmm;
When the wind blows,
breaking one branch of it,
another branch
will still live and grow.
Finally, this woman gets into a leading mood and makes a declaration of equality:
Understanding the distress
women bear in life,
do not slight us
from now on
Here, with detailed actions and words, with both sincere and serious moods, this
image has shows her important position or power in life, as well as her equal rights. This
is unique and very new, differing from not only Du Fu's female images in his poem, but
22
also from the other old female poetry images.
These two show obviously different attitudes toward fickle men. It is the two
different attitudes of the two poets. Du Fu's concern with women and his compassion for
women is more like a charity, even with his sincerity. While Bai Juyi's concern with
women, and his compassion for women is more about his understanding of women and
giving equality to them. Bai Juyi's female image in this poem represents a new image of
women with a new ideology of life.
Du Fu's most popular poem about women is A Song ofSword-Dancing ofa
Girl-Pupil ofLady Gongsun M&^ttk^U&WfRrf. This poem is about the
unexpected destiny of a girl-pupil from a former famous sword dancer. Similar to the
lute player in Bai Juyi's The Song ofLute H tiff , both poets created the images about
pitiful changes in life, and about being chased by unexpected destinies. The girl-pupil and
especially her teacher Lady Gongsun were most admired performers. In comparing these
two poems, the similarities are obvious mainly in an excellent depiction on the
Dagger-dancing girl's and the lute player's performances. But obvious differences also
distinguish two poets in the ways that they related to women. As for the similarities, Du
Fu used metaphors drawing a wonderful performing scene with tension:
Which were bright as when Archer shot the nine suns down from the sky
And rapid as angels before the wings of dragons.
She began like a thunderbolt, venting its anger,
23
And ended like the shining calm of rivers and the sea....
Bai Juyi also depicted the lute player's performance by taking a series metaphors in an
elegant way:
Lower strings sounding
as deep as the pouring rain,
higher strings sounding
like the murmuring lovers.
The interweaving of deep and
bright sounds,
falling as big pearls and small pearls
into a jade plate.
Bai Juyi's poem has many more lines to depict the lute player's excellent
performing, and these two poems are very different in length, Du Fu's poem is twenty-six
lines in length, and Bai Juyi's is eighty lines, but beside this, the differences between two
poems are various and significant.
First, in Bai Juyi's poem, with a very sensitive observation, the feminine
16
Trans. Bynner, Witter "A Song ofSword-Dancing ofa Girl-Pupil ofLady Gongsun" M&lfajzi&sfc
"?H^jmT^i^, http://www.humanishtictexts.org .
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characteristics and feminine appearance are gracefully detailed and expressed:
With thousands of calls and pleas
she finally comes out,
still hiding half of her face
behind the lute in her hands.
Putting the plectrum
quietly into the strings,
she makes her dress neat
and stands up calmly.
Second, Bai Juyi (empathized) gave his sympathy to the lute player:
Both in exile we are wandering
at the farther end of the sky,
meeting here has been treasure enough
that we needn't have been acquainted before!
Finally, Bai Juyi sincerely and naturally trusted the lute player as much as a close male
friend:
I sighed while listening
to her lute playing,
now I am choking again
for hearing her words.
And for recognizing the most tears
among the whole company,
just to see the dampness
on the Marshall of Jiangzhou's long black gown.
These three features, comparing him also with Li Bai, show Bai Juyi presenting a
new period in Chinese literary history, a period where real female poetry writing appears.
Compared with Li Bai and Du Fu in their poetry writing about women, Bai Juyi's
writing shows an obvious civilized attitude toward women. Different from Li Bai and Du
Fu who stayed from a distance to women, or kept in a higher status from women in their
poetry writing about women, Bai Juyi's expressions of women are more respectful, and
his relationship to women are more intimate. Bai Juyi showed much more generous
appreciation and admiration to women than Li Bai or Du Fu did. Bai Juyi's frank
affection for women and his intimate relationships with women, especially his detailed
writing on feminine characteristics and feminine appearance are obviously featured in his
poetry writing about women. He tended to understand and interact with women as a
caring lover, warm friend and, at least, a courteous stranger. In brief, he treated women
more like an ordinary man.
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From comparing the female poems of these three poets, Bai Juyi shows a more open
mind to women than Li Bai and Du Fu do. Bai Juyi is more like an ordinary man with an
informal mood who treated women as equals. In The Song ofLute 11HIt, he gives not only his
compassion and admiration to the lute player but also shows his weakness, an ordinary man's
weakness to the lute player. In A Song of-Sword-Dancing ofa Girl-Pupil ofLady Gongsun
M^'Vi^Wi^TH^J^f even though Du Fu sighed with deep sentimental feelings at
Lady Gongsun's destiny, but comparably, his mood was calm in front of the Girl-pupil of
Gongsun; he stood from a distance and hind his emotion from the Girl-Pupil (actually from
women); he did not intend to communicate further with this Girl-Pupil, who reminded him of the
Lady Gongsun, he would rather keep his emotion alone:
The song is done, the slow string and quick pipe have ceased.
At the height ofjoy, sorrow comes with the eastern moon rising.
And I, a poor old man, not knowing where to go,
Must harden my feet on the lone hills, toward sickness and despair.
While Bai Juyi was like a close friend to the lute player, he admired her in all aspects,
and especially gave his empathy to her feelings:
Tuning and strumming
the strings,
even these notes show her emotion
before the melody begins.
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With downcast eyes she plays
the lute at random,
her heart pours forth
from the melodies.
With more sorrowful emotion
pouring forth,
the stillness that remains
is more vivid than melody.
And with an informal mentality, Bai Juyi felt free to cry, to show tears in front of her:
I had sighed while listening
to her lute playing,
now I am choking again
for hearing her words.
And for recognizing the most tears
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among the whole company,
just to see the dampness
on the Marshall of Jiangzhou's long black gown.
He was also grateful to the lute player and showed this earnestly:
Hearing the music tonight
from your lute playing,
as refreshing on my ears
as music by immortals.
Do not leave but sit again
and play more,
I will fashion for you
a song of the lute.
In this poem, The Song ofthe Lute, Bai Juyi made his female image the center of the life and the
social events:
But once my lover left for the army
and my procuress died,
years passed as dawn went to dusk
sadly my beauty had faded.
Lonely in front ofmy door
with fewer guests than before,
I married a merchant
since I was getting old.
Here "my lover left for the army and my procuress died" %M)k¥-M%kj£ refers to the
rebellion ofAn Lushan $ ill which affected the lute player's life, and "I married a
merchant" A £3 obviously shows city life and city culture developing at the
time.
In this poem Bai Juyi also give his female image the right appealing for her own
ideal of the love and the life:
But the merchant thought more of profit
than caring about our separation,
he left for Fuliang last month
to purchase tea.
I walked back and forth at the river mouth
around the empty boat,
the moon light encircled brightly the boat
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but the water was cold.
The tone of "thought more of profit than caring about our separation" HLMfeMl^ is
like the critical comments from the lute player to her husband, and then follows with: "I walked
back and forth at river mouth around the empty boat" i^fL P ^SUft which is neither simply
yielding to the husband like the image in Li Bai's poem, nor despairing and sighing as the image
in Du Fu's poem, but directly states the lute player's discontent with her marriage life.
In Du Fur's poem A Song ofSword-Dancing ofa Girl-Pupil ofLady Gongsun W^s'k
Du Fu presented more about the performer's excellent skills but touched less on
the performer's inner world. He mentioned only a little bit of the performer's hardship, while Bai
Juyi used a huge portion in his poem The Song ofthe Lute to create his female image of the lute
player, not only her excellent skill, but also his feeling, her longing, and her sadness.
In poetry writing about women, Bai Juyi gave his female images quite complete
and complicated stories and entangled them into social events, such as Yang Yuhuan in
The Song ofEndless Sorrow, and the lute player in The Song ofthe Lute. He also
insightfully depicted their responsible and independent characteristics, such as wife Li in
The Wife Li, and the woman in A Woman's Distress. He made these female images with
clear and bright personalities, such as Yang Yuhuan, who was bravely devoted to her
love without any regrets, the Wife Li, who responsibly and wisely protected her son by
"Hiding herselffrom the emperor" and the woman in A Woman's Distress who actively
faced a difficult time in her marriage. These female poetry images are formed more from
a female perspective instead of a male perspective.
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As the greatest romantic poet, Li Bai's female poetry images are more like a
man's ideal, such as the Qie $ in The Ballad ofChanggan MTfif. And Du Fu, as the
Sage Poet, tended to give his compassion more than his understanding to women. Only
Bai Juyi's female poetry images show his open mind toward women and his sincere
admiration of women. He was not as passionate as Li Bai, but from his female poems
he shows his natural and peaceful mood toward women, just as a very ordinary man. He
was not as dignified as Du Fu, but he tended to open his heart to women, he felt very able
to reveal his emotions, even his weaknesses to women. These aspects also reflected that
women's status in real life was getting more and more important in Bai Juyi's time. So,
Bai Juyi's female poetry images actually represent the new ideology of his time.
These differences between Bai Juyi's poetry writing about women and Li Bai & Du Fu's
writing are reflections of Bai Juyi's attitude, respect, intimacy, appreciation and admiration of
women. All these aspects distinguish Bai Juyi from the traditional classical pastoral poet, and
show him to be a new poet with a new ideology of city culture. It was Bai Juyi, with his poetry
writing achievements about women and his brilliant female poetry images, that started a new and
real female poetry writing period.
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CHAPTER 3
SELECTION CLASSIFICATION AND COLLECTIONS
Bai Juyi explains that the standards or the reasons for him to classify his poems
are: (1) the poems carrying out the opinions of the New Yuefu Movement classified into
Satire Poems iJWilp; (2) the Poems written as pastimes with leisure topics are classified
into Leisure Poems i^iti^f; (3) the poems with sentiments of pain and affection in
regard to some events are classified into Sentimental Poems MUffiW', (4) the poems
written in miscellaneous are regularly classified into Zalu Poems QWW. Bai Juyi
explained that the first and second catalogs are classified by the ideology of Meng Zi iS
"Contributing oneself to the society when in a successful position, Cultivating oneself
when in an unsuccessful position" i£PJMr^T, $£J!I$l#&Jj\
Bai Juyi has his own logical standards. 1 . Satire Poems and the Leisure Poems are
classified with a standard of ideology, 2. the Sentimental Poems are classified by content,
3. the Zalu Poems are classified by form.
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In below is the Graph of Bai's Classification:
l.By Form
Classical Poems
All Poems
2. By Expression
n- sentimental Poems
Sentimental Poems
mm
3.By Content
Satiric Poems
Leisure Poems
Miscellaneous Poems
In the classification and translation parts of my thesis, I would keep the basic way
that Bai Juyi classified his poems. In this way, I have classified Bai Juyi's poems about
women into three sections: (1) Section of Ideal iMUt, (2) Section of Love ff'|#lt,
(3) Section of Reality
The Ideal MMU
The poems in this section are classified by content. All the female poems in this
section carry out the ideals of the New Yuefu Movement, the principle of "Essay writing
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is for the age, and poetry writing is for the reality" St v: I %) \V\ ifij ft , ft lift£ A 'J* ifij \'\ :
.
/I Woman's Distress ks A
,
v
r, The Grey Haired woman in Shangyang Palace±P§ ft 5|
A, 7%e M;//?er Par/mg w/7/i Her Sons HYA J; Being Sad by (he House iUt, The
Concubine Living in Grave yard P£H3c
,
The Road of Yin Mountain |$J]ll|jil etc. are
cataloged into this section. The word "Idear MM comes from "social contribution" M
ffiAT. This section features Bai Juyi's main achievements both in poetry theory and
the New Yuefu poetry writing.
Love gfltJf:
Poems in this section are with a love theme, such as: The Song ofEndless Sorrowfc'U
"FX
,
The Wife Li £ A A, Sighing to the Mirror >$i&, Clandestine Parting 'MiJd, Followers
but not the Followers Drunken Song |"ft"fx etc.
Bai Juyi had a really painful love experience in his youth. He once fell in love with a girl
named Xiangling Ml <a[ who was from a family of lower status. Bai Juyi tried many years to
marry her but failed. The main reason for Bai Juyi getting married at the age of 36 which was
incredibly late at his time, was because of this experience. All his poems about Xiangling MM.,
such as: Sighing to the Mirror !$|jt, and Clandestine Parting fffij'AM are in this section too.
The poem The Wife Li ^ AA was classified into satire poems by Bai Juyi. But if we
read it together with The Song ofEndless Sorrow fettt, we would know these two poems "are
of one unified organism"
17
Since it has a theme of painful love, so it is also classified into this
1
7
Chen Yinke $ Ht&, Study on Yuan Zhen and Bai Juyi Jt 6^^MM (M £P
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section
.
All the poems in this section are of love theme, but almost all the poems are of painful
love.
This section features the most brilliant achievement of Bai Juyi's poetry: The Song ofthe
Endless Sorrow fefglfc which helps establish Bai Juyi as one of the three most important poets
in Chinese poetic history.
Reality M*M^:
The poems in this section are of his life at different status and periods. Most
poems about the hardships in his life are in this section, such as The Song ofthe Lute H
Wil and Writing in Fun at the Newly planted Rose ^Illfrlklfit Bai Juyi had lost
three daughters and one son when they were toddlers. With such tragedies in his life,
readers can feel the grief in the poet's sensitive heart. All the mourning poems, the poems
about his children and for comforting his wife, are in this section. Poems such as:
Memories ofJinluanzi ^erir^^f , and Writingfor My Wife plirt.
In this section is a large number of poems about his house courtesans. During the
Mid-Tang period having house courtesans and having relationships with courtesans were
extremely fashionable for officials and writers. There is a record in The Old Tang ///story
IBiSr^ "At the beginning of (824), when Bai Juyi was demoted to Hangzhou, and then
back to Luoyang, his house courtesans (Mtfc) Fansu ^M. and Xiaoman were
skilled at singing and dancing"
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Bai Juyi's life was also connected with many famous
courtesans. The dramatic rise of courtesan culture was obviously reflected in the
descriptions of feminine characteristics that appeared in BaiJuyi's writing. These poems
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reflect both Bai Juyi's opulent life with these beautiful and talented women and the
customs of the time. There are about 100 of this kind of poems in his collection. Most of
these poems have a tone of enjoyment, but some of them are full of affection that shows
Bai Juyi's sentiment, such as Parting with the Willow Twigs #jjp&. Some of these
poems even show the spirit of his satire poems, such as: Writing a Messagefor the
Wood Sale Girl to the Courtesans ftWfr&^itldt
Just as in the first section the word Ideal MM comes from "social contribution"
it^r^T, the word "Reality" M% comes from "Cultivating oneself
'
This section features another well known long narrative poem The Song ofthe
Lute ii MfT, and the poems he wrote for his wife, his daughters, and his courtesans.
These poems personify Bai Juyi's inner world and guide readers to Bai Juyi's melody of
soul: harmony.
Collections of the poems about women
The Ideal gj&jg
19
page
1. 001
2. HHHf - 009
3. 011
4. ?W — 050
5. ±^&HA 059
6. £M£ - 060
"The Biography of Bai Juyi", BaiJuyiJi &M%M, Ed. GuXuejie H^aE PP. 1557- 1574.
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The page numbers of Bai Juyi Ji Ed. GuXuejie. Beijing: Zhonghua shu ju tp<p^f§j, 1979 Vol. 1-4
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7. mmm 064
8- UbiI — Q73
9
- 074
10- WW - 079
11- m& 080
12. rnium 08i
13. mmt 082
H. mm^ 083
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17.
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Love 3gffH
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2. Jilt 203
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CHAPTER 4
SELECTED TRANSLATIONS
After analyzing most of Bai Juyi's female poems, I have chosen eight poems for
my translations. These eight poems represent Bai Juyi's poetry achievements, cover most
of his poetry writing themes, and feature all his writing styles. The translated poems are
listed below:
From The Ideal MMM:
1. A Woman's Distress ^iAi^F
From love frlt^'
2. The Song of the Endless Sorrow HtHl
3. The Wife Li
4. Sighing to the Mirror Sit
5. Seemingly but not the Followers
From Reality MiCM:
6. The Song of Lute Met?
7. Farewell to the Willow Tresses £[J#j£
8. Making fun of the Courtesans in Drunk j§?0jclti££
Translations of the Poems about Women
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1. A Woman's Distress
Cicada-wing hair style
I combed carefully,
moth-tassel like eyebrow
I drawn concentrated.
Again and again I finished
my morning make-up,
but you did not
appreciate.
I will accompany you
until we share a grave,
but you don't even care
to live together with me
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My depression started
from last year,
I knew in my heart
but did not speak.
m&m^m ?
And now I open my mouth
to discussing it,
with few words but
How I deep the meaning?
msimm,
Hopefully I can refer to
something previous
to touch your heart
from now on.
People say that
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husband and wife are close,
joined in devotion
like one body
But at the moment of
Life or death,
how suffering and joy
ever equal.
NAHM
Once a woman loses
her husband
the rest of her life
she guards loneliness.
Like the bamboo
in the woods
suddenly broken
by the wind.
Once broken,
it wouldn't grow again,
till withered death
preserves its chastity
And what would happen
if a man loses his wife,
could he be sad even
for a short time?
He should be likened to
the willow before the gate,
easily reviving its luster
When the spring comes
When the wind blows,
breaking one branch of it,
48
another branch
will still live and grow,
1=3 5
o
I am patiently and indirectly
talking to you now,
hoping you'll heed my words
again and again.
Understanding the distress
Women bear in life,
Do not slight at us
from now on.
2. The Song of the Endless Sorrow
mm
Mil.
The Han Emperor was fond of beauty
49
and longed for the most stunning,
he had ruled for many years
an not found one.
The daughter of Yang family
had just then grown up,
she lived in a secluded corner
none yet knew of her._
Really she could not be ignored
with such peerless beauty,
thus she was picked
to be presented to the emperor;
All her charms deployed
in a single sensual smile
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and all the beauties in the palace
suddenly were just ordinary.
Allowed to bathe in the Huaqing Pond
in the cold early spring,
the smooth water of the hot spring
caressed her cream-like skin.
appearing so delicate assisted
from te pond,
that was the beginning of her
gaining the favor of the emperor.
With cloud-like hair and a flower-like face
she wore the golden hairpin,
inside the warmth of lotus-pink curtain
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they enjoyed spring nights together;
The night felt too short
and the sunrise felt too early,
the emperor thereafter never held
an early audience.
Standing high in the emperor's favor
she was never alone,
as a pair they enjoyed every night
of that whole spring;
Three thousand beauties were there
in the imperial harem,
but all the emperor's love
was doted on just her.
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Dressed and made up in her golden chamber
she served him through the night
and the enjoying the spring air
after the luxuriant banquets.
All her brothers and sisters
were presented fiefs,
and enviably the family
had become resplendent;
Thus nationwide all parents
changed their minds,
they started to long not for
sons but for daughters.
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The top of the Stationary Palace
was high in the cyan clouds,
the immortal music
could be heard everywhere;
mmmmm^
Singing and dancing gracefully
to the silk strings and bamboo flute.
the emperor was delighted throughout the day
and never bored of her.
The war drums beating in Yuyang
came to shake the world,
it broke down the melody of
Rosy clouds and Feather Clothing.
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The capital with nine arrayed palaces
had been at risk,
with ten thousand palace guards
the emperor fled south-west.
The emerald-decorated flags waved
but the progress was intermittent,
the imperial cavalcade stretched miles
west out of the gate of the capital.
But the armies refused to proceed
and the emperor could do nothing about it,
so the charming face was strangled
in front of the guards!
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Not one picked up her chaplet and barrette
when they fell down to the ground,
though they were of the rare jade,
agate and gold.
The emperor could do nothing
but cover his eyes,
then burst into tears when he
saw her blood.
IWWIIRt
The dust spread and the wind
desolately blew,
using the meandering plank road
they climbed to Jianmen Pass.
There were few people in the area
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around the Emei Mountain,
the imperial banners and flags
were as gloomy as the cloudy sky.
The rivers in the southwest were green
and the mountains were verdant,
but the emperor missed her
every day and night;
The moonlight seen from the palace
was the color of sadness
the wind-bell sounded heartbroken
when heard in the night rain.
3"c*BWJ51WR
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The rebellion was crushed and the emperor
was on the way back to the capital,
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When he reached the site of her death
he found it so hard to leave;
There in the dirt under
the Mawei Hill,
He could not see her jade-like face,
only the place of her death.
xitntJii.
Tears soaking the robes the emperor and
his eunuch looked at each other,
Then to the east door of the capital
they spurred the horse and back
The scenery of garden and ponds
was the same when they came back
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the lotus in Taiye Pond and
willows in Weiyang Palace.
But the lotus were as her face and
the willows like her eyebrows,
how could he restrain
from bursting intotears?
The moment when the peach and plum
blossomed in the spring wind,
the moment when the phoenix tree
leaves fell in the autumn rain,
Withered autumn grasses
filled west and south palaces,
and no one swept the falling leaves
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and flowers on the palace steps.
The musicians of imperial theatre
were getting gray hair,
The concubines in fragrant rooms
have all grown old.
Yearning in the main hall at dusk
where the fireflies flew,
and facing the lonely lantern
the emperor could not fall asleep;
The bell and drum sounded so late,
for a long night was only just starting,
And the stars above were glowing
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for a day was dawning.
The cold mandarin-duck-tiles
are covered with frost crystals
the emerald quilt is so frigid
Who will accompany me here?
A year has passed since death
left an unfathomable distance,
and your soul has never
appeared in my dreams.
The Daoist from Lintong County,
an traveler of Hongdu,
was able to make the spirits arrive
with his pure faith;
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he was sincerely moved
by the longing of the emperor,
so he had been appointed
to search for her soul.
parting the clouds and reining the air
he rocketed up as lightning,
ascending to heaven and descending
to earth he sought everywhere;
the whole heaven and the whole earth
he searched from top to bottom,
but in none of the boundless spaces
could he see her elegant soul.
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Suddenly by chance he heard of
an immortal island was in the sea,
and the island was floating
in the vague illusion.
The palaces there were exquisite
with multicolored clouds,
many immortals gracefully lived
in the palaces on the island.
Of all the immortals there was one
who was named Taizhen,
with flower-like face and snow-like skin
Likely she is the one sought after.
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The daoist went west of the golden palace
and knocked at the jade gate,
the maids were informed one by one
then to the nymph Taizhen.
Knowing the guest was sent
by the emperor of the Han,
she woke up suprised from her dream
within the gorgeous curtains.
Leaving the bed and getting dressed
she lingered hesitantly,
then the bead portiere and the silver screen
opened in succession.
M$MMK<
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Just out of sleep her coiled
cloud-like hair was leaning to the side,
and entering the hall
her flower cap was in disarray.
mmmmm \
The wind blew on her immortal's dress
and made it gracefully fly,
seemed like the Dance of Rosy clouds
and Feather Clothing again;
Her jade-like face looked lonely
and love red with tears,
like a branch of pear flowers
with spring raindrops.
Filled with affection and tears
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she thanked the emperor,
and sighed about distance between them
since their parting.
BBttJRSAM,
Their love had ended
at the Zhaoyang Palace,
but here in the Penglai Palace
the days and months were long.
Gazing down on where
the mortals live,
Chang'an could not be seen
only fog and dust.
Hoping some old things
will show her deepest feelings,
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she sent a golden hairpin
and a silver hair-wear.
Breaking the hairpin and the hair-wear
half for her and half to the emperor,
the hairpin was valued for the gold
and the hair-wear for the silver;
She hoped the emperor would have
a golden faithful heart,
so that they could meet again
in the next life in heaven.
When he departed she begged the Daoist
give her message to the emperor
the words of the promise
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between her and him:
At the Changsheng Palace
on that 7th of the 7th Month
when they were chatting
privately at midnight
They swore to be flying birds
a pair in the sky,
and a pair of trees with mingled roots
sprouting in the earth
Even the sky and the earth
would still come to the ends,
but their sorrow of love
would be the endless one.
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3. The Wife Li
mm ,
The Han Emperor Wu,
had just lost his Wife Li;
she was not willing to see the emperor
with her sick-face,
After her death his love remained
as when she was alive.
The emperor kept on loving in her
and his thoughts for her unceasing,
he so had the painter draw her portrait
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at the Ganquan Palace.
But of what benefit
was the portrait done in color?
it neither talked nor smiled
but made him sadder still.
Then he made the necromancers
concoct magic elixir,
melting it in the jade kettle
and refining it at the golden stove.
At the silent night in the curtained
Jiuhua Palace,
he burned the incense of soul-return
calling for the spirit of Wife Li.
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Where was the spirit
of Wife Li?
to where the insence burned
the fragrant smoke led her soul.
Why can't the soul not flee
since it had come already?
So misty, so dimming
it disappeared then.
She had left so quickly
and how slowly she returned?
Whether it was real or not was uncertain
for both the living and the soul.
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With bright wing-like eyebrows
she was just as in life,
unlike when sick
at Zhaoyang Palace.
Grief was the emperor's heart
when the spirit didn't come,
painful too was the emperor's heart
when the spirit did come;
Unable to talk behind the lamp
and the curtains,
why did the soul come
but refused the his will.
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Sadness was just for
the Emperor Wu,
from ancient times till now,
all were just the same.
Don't you know the three-day weeping
of the King Mu,
mourning for the Concubine Sheng
in front of the Chongbi Terrace.
And the tears left
at the Emperor's Tai Tomb,
lamenting for his Gui Fei buried
under the Mawei Hill.
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Even as dust, that charm of
beauty and manner decayed,
the sorrow continues
without end.
Loving in life and
loving in death,
the beauty's attraction
can never be forgotten.
People are not of grass and wood,
But have emotional lives,
they had rather have never meet
the most beautiful ones.
4. Sighing to the Mirror
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My beauty once gave a mirror to me
when we parted,
but I leave it stored
in its case.
Like no more lotus reflecting
in the autumn water
when her flowering face
left my sight.
I've never opened the case
as a year passed,
and the red dust
covered the bronze.
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I wipe the dust off
this morning
and look at
my emaciated face.
finished looking, I am
melancholy again,
to see the coiled dragons
on the back.
2. Flowers but not Flowerers
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Flowers but not Flowerers,
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mist but not mist,
Coming at midnight,
leaving at dawn.
As a spring dream
it comes quickly,
As a morning cloud
it leaves without a trace.
The Song of the Lute
Iffr
Saying goodbye to my friend on the
of Xunyang River at night,
the maple leaves and reed flowers
are rustling in the fall breeze.
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Standing by my horse while my friend
is sitting in the boat,
we raise our cups of wine but
but there is no music.
With sorrowful hearts we toast
to commemorate our parting,
and when we part the moon
immerses itself in the hazy water.
Suddenly, across the water,
we hear the music of a lute,
I forget to return home
and my friend does not depart.
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Following the sound we
ask who's_playing?
but the lute stops and there is
a moment of silence.
Moving our boat near, we invite
the player for a meeting,
and start the banquet again
with wine and lights lit.
With thousands of calls and pleas
she finally comes out,
still hiding half of her face behind
the lute in her hands.
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Tuning and strumming
the strings,
even these notes show her emotion
before the melody begins.
With every string revealing
unrealized longing,
the music seemingly conveys
a life of suffering.
With down cast eyes she plays
the lute at random,
her heart pours forth
from the melodies.
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Gently pulling, slowly bending and
plucking the strings,
first she plays The Rosy Clouds
and then The Green Waist.
Lower strings sounding as deep
as the pouring rain,
higher strings sounding
like murmuring lovers.
Interweaving deep
and bright sounds,
like big and small pearls
falling into a jade plate.
Occasionally hearing songs of birds
rising from the base of flowers,
a babbling stream
as it flows and gurgles.
Suddenly the strings sound like
frozen fountains in winter,
the vanishing tones and diminishing
sound gradually fall silent.
With more sorrowful emotion
having poured forth,
the stillness that remains
is more vivid than the melody.
Like a silver vase cracking
and the water coming forth,
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and armored cavalry charging out
with swords and spears roaring.
A final beat on the lute
and the music ends,
a chord on four strings
is like tearing silk.
Silence in the east boat
and the west boat,
only the pale autumn moon
in the center of the river.
Putting the plectrum quietly
into the strings,
she makes her dress neat
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and stands up calmly.
And says "I am from
a family in the capital,
my house was on the street
named Xiamaling.
I mastered the lute
at the age of thirteen,
and was among the top members
in the Imperial Music Studio.
the experts admired me
whenever I finished playing,
and other beauties envied me
whenever I dressed up.
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The young men would rush to me
offering me gifts,
countless red silks piled up
at each ofmy performances.
my golden flowers and silver hairpins
had broken from beating the rhythms,
and the scarlet silk skirts were dyed
by spilling wine in the banquets.
joys and laughters flowed
from this year to the next,
how casually I enjoyed the autumn moons
and the spring breezes passing by.
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But once my lover left for the army
and my procuress died,
years passed as dawn went to dusk
sadly my beauty had faded.
lonely in front ofmy door
with fewer guests than before,
I married a merchant
since I was getting old.
But the merchant thought more of profit
than caring about our separation,
he left for Fuliang last month
to purchase tea.
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I walked back and forth at the river's mouth
around the empty boat,
the moon light encircled brightly the boat
but the water was cold.
I might dream of the life ofmy youth
suddenly deep in the night,
for the fashion of weeping face-painting
and the scarlet balusters of the palace.
I had sighed while listening
to her lute playing,
now I am choking again for hearing
what she said.
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Both in exile we are wandering
at the farther end of the sky,
meeting here has been treasure enough
that we needn't to have been acquainted!
I been away from the capital city
since last year,
living an exile life and suffering
from decease I stay in Xunyang city.
Xunyang is a tiny town with nowhere
And has no music,
For a year I have never heard
the silk strings or bamboo flutes.
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My house is in a basin
Where it is low and damp,
only yellow reeds and withered bamboo
grow around my house.
And what in this area I have heard
from morning till night,
is only the sobbing calls of the cuckoos
and the mournful cries of the apes.
When the petals cover the river in the spring flood
and the moon shines in the autumn night,
I often go for wine
but have to drink alone.
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Aren't there any folk songs
and local instruments?
They are just hoarseness
that I cannot bear.
Hear the music tonight
from your lute playing,
as refreshing on my ears
As music by immortals
Do not leave but sit again
and play more,
I will fashion for you
a song of the lute.
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Standing a long while she
was touched by my words,
And sat then silently but
plucked the strings emotionally
The mournful sound
was different from before,
hearing this, it makes us all
wipe among our tears.
And for recognizing the most tears
among the whole company,
just to see the dampness on the Marshall
of Jiangzhou's long black gown.
7. Farewell to the Willow Branches
mm®.
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There are two willow tresses
in my small building,
for years they have accompanied me with
amorous feelings.
I will let them go tomorrow and
after they have gone,
no more spring wind will blow
in my world.
8. Making Fun of the Courtesans in Drunk
All your beauties rush to cheer me
with wine at the banquets,
While what the singers chanting
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is mostly my lyrics.
Just don't know after tomorrow
when I leave the position,
who will be the one to follow me
into the East Mountain.
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